Genome-wide association study identifies new susceptibility loci for diabetic nephropathy in Korean patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus.
Genetic factors are considered to be important in the pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy (DN). Despite several genome-wide association studies (GWASs) demonstrating that specific polymorphisms of candidate genes were associated with DN, there were some limitations in previous studies. We conducted a GWAS using customized DNA chips to identify novel susceptibility loci for DN in Korean. We analyzed a total of 414 DN cases and 474 normoalbuminuric diabetic hyper-controls across two stages using customized DNA chips containing 98 667 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). We explored the associations between SNPs and DN in samples from 87 DN cases, mostly confirmed by renal biopsy, and 104 diabetic hyper-controls, and replicated these associations in independent cohort samples with 327 DN cases and 370 diabetic hyper-controls. The top significant SNPs from the discovery samples were selected for replication in the independent cohort. rs3765156 in PIK3C2B was significantly associated with DN in the replication cohort after multiple test. The SNPs identified in our study provide new insights into the pathogenesis of DN in the Korean population. Additional studies are needed to determine biological effects and clinical utility of our findings.